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LSAC

LCD Video Wall 4×4 LSAC Series 4×4

The Number of Signal Cables

The Number of Power Cables

Lifetime (Half Brightness)

16 Cables 4 Cables

16 Cables 8 Cables

60,000 Hr 100,000 Hr

Easy Replacement and Undemanding Maintenance

LCD Video Wall  LSAC Series 

No Additional
Signal Cables

Cable-less
Power Docking

SignalPower

Optimum Cable-less Design for Simple Installation

Cable-less Signal Transmission

                           & Power Docking

The LSAC series is the innovative LED signage applying the cableless 

transmission technology with non connectors*. For up to UHD resolution 

with the 16:9 ratio, it does not require a cable connection between the 

cabinets to supply signal & power. Its block assembly design makes the 

LSAC series easier to be installed than before.

* Non Connectors: Connectors that use RF (Radio Frequency) to transmit and receive

data between two devices.

Upgrade your existing 55-inch LCD video wall to the latest technology and LED display without having to secure additional space.

* The product can be installed using VESA wall-mount (600×400) and screws.

* The VESA wall-mount or any other wall-mounts are sold separately.
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SDR

LCD Video Wall

HDR

LSAC Series

Unlike the LCD video walls, LSAC series is truly bezel-free, so 

audiences can focus on visual content in its entirety without 

any bezel interference between displays.

The LSAC series is certified as EMC Class B, which requires electronic equipment made for use in residential environments as well as 
commercial, industrial, or business environments. Therefore, it is suitable for up-close uses such as corporate meeting rooms, board 
rooms, etc.

When there is no input signal for a period of time, the screen turns off and the main circuit parts inside the LED cabinet go to a 
standby mode. This saves additional power consumption and enables the product to be reactivated simply by using a remote control. 

With HDR (HDR10, HDR10 Pro*) support, content becomes 

vivid with great visual impact. The wider color spectrum and 

greater contrast ratio allow viewers to fully enjoy lively content.

Bezel-less LED Display

EMC Class B Certified

Vivid Color Expression Powered by HDR

* HDR10 Pro is LG's own HDR solution for processing HDR signal by using

enhanced dynamic tone mapping.

Standby Mode

LG Conventional LED Signage LSAC Series



Optimized image quality with α7 intelligent processor

Compatibility with LG Software Solutions

The "Alpha 7 Intelligent Processor" applied to the LSAC series recognizes and analyzes the original content, optimizing the clarity and 

sharpness of the content for itself.

Powered by LG’s high performance system controller, the LSAC series is compatible with LG software solutions including SuperSign 

CMS, LED Assistant, and ConnectedCare, which help customers operate their own business flawlessly.

* 'LG ConnectedCare' and 'SuperSign CMS' need to be purchased separately.

* The availability of the 'LG ConnectedCare' service differs by region, so please contact the LG sales representative in your region for more details.

* The items that can be monitored by LG ConnectedCare : Main Board (Temp., Signal Status, FPGA Ver, Ethernet Connection Status), Receiving Card (Temp., LED Power)

* Actual GUI may vary in different webOS versions.

* Jack Panels may differ from the above image, so please contact LG sales team to verify before ordering.
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* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please make sure to check the product manual for details about product usage.

Regd. Office: LG Electronics India Pvt. Ltd., A-24/6, Mohan Cooperative Industrial Estate, Mathura Road, New Delhi-110044

As a continuing policy of product development at LG Electronics, the design and specifications are subject to change. They may vary from model to model. Colour/shades may vary due to printing restrictions. E&OE.


